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ASSESSING UKRAINE’S BARGAINING CHIP
STRATEGY
According to a bargaining chip explanation,
Ukraine’s behavior has represented a natural and sensible effort to make the best possible trade with one of
its few diplomatic assets--nuclear weapons. The preoccupation of the United States and its industrial allies
with the nuclear issue, it is often argued, promoted this
approach by making it clear that they attached a high
value to denuclearization. Following this logic, eventually Kiev will conclude that it obtained all that it can
get for its nuclear weapons, and denuclearization will
proceed more smoothly.
If this has in fact been Ukraine’s policy, how well
has it served Kiev’s interests? This question can only
be answered by weighing the costs of the policy against
the benefits sought and gained. The cost side of the
ledger is not inconsiderable. Ukraine’s nuclear policy
has inhibited the development of good and close relations with the United States and the West. It has delayed the provision of assistance and the development
of cooperative programs. It has drained the reservoir of
good will toward Ukraine and, indeed, generated exasperation and even ill will among those in the West
charged with negotiating with Kiev on the nuclear issue. It has called into question Ukraine’s reliability as
a negotiating partner. It has complicated Ukraine’s relations with Western capitols and institutions.6 It has
given the United States and Russia a powerful common
interest (in Ukraine’s denuclearization) and provided
Moscow with a lever that it has not been shy about
using against Kiev. And it has caused Ukraine to be
defined as a potential nuclear proliferation trouble spot,
joining an unattractive club that includes North Korea,
Iraq, and Iran.7 All told, Ukraine’s relations with the
West have been less good, its isolation has been greater,
its coffers have been poorer, and its international political position vis-a-vis Russia has been weaker, as a result of Kiev’s nuclear policy. This is the price that
Ukraine has paid for its bargaining chip strategy.
On the other side of the ledger, Ukraine has pursued three main benefits: attention, money, and security guarantees. The decisive issue in assessing Ukraine’s
bargaining chip strategy is whether it has gained sufficiently in these three areas to warrant the price it has
paid. Close examination suggests that Ukraine’s nuclear
diplomacy has not paid great dividends.
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Ukraine on the Agenda?
With respect to attention, the supposition is that the
United States and other Western powers would have taken
little note of Ukraine and paid little heed to its interests
and perceptions were it not for the continuing presence
of nuclear weapons on its territory. The on-going nuclear
issue has required outside powers to interact with Ukraine
and compelled them to take account of Ukraine’s interests.
It is certainly true that Ukraine has attracted a lot of
international attention by its nuclear diplomacy. But
there are several problems with this argument. First,
much of the attention Ukraine has received has been
negative, damaging its reputation and making it the target of international pressure. It is hard to see why this
is desirable. Second, it is far from clear that outside
powers are more understanding of or more sympathetic
towards Ukrainian interests just because Kiev has been
difficult on the nuclear question. It seems at least equally
likely that Kiev’s nuclear policy has made Western elites
more suspicious of Ukraine’s designs and more doubtful of Ukraine’s attractiveness as a potential friend and
partner. Lastly, it seems implausible that Ukraine would
have been ignored were it not for the nuclear issue. It
is one of the largest states in Europe; it is rich in resources and potentially wealthy; it occupies a strategically important geographic position; and Ukraine’s fate
and its relations with Russia are widely understood to
be major factors determining the security order in the
former Soviet Union--and hence, in Europe. Even without nuclear weapons, Ukraine would command attention. In short, using nuclear diplomacy to gain attention seems a dubious policy: it is neither necessary (because Ukraine is in any case too important to ignore)
nor desirable (because there is little profit in attracting
negative attention).
Warheads for Dollars?
Ukraine’s nuclear diplomacy also seems to have been
motivated by a desire to maximize the financial benefit
derived from the elimination of the nuclear weapons on
its territory. This, it is often suggested, is a perfectly
natural desire, especially given Ukraine’s widely advertised and severe economic difficulties; it has a desperate need for Western financial help. Thus, by adopting
a bargaining chip strategy, Kiev hopes to drive up the
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financial price that outside powers will pay for denuclearization.
Certainly, this is a defensible line of policy. But the
key issue in not whether the policy makes sense in the
abstract, but whether it has paid off in practice. Here
again, a negative verdict seems warranted. Nearly three
years of bargaining chip diplomacy have not produced
enormous financial benefits for Ukraine. Indeed, in
some respects, it has reduced the amount of assistance
available to Ukraine during its first years of independence.
Thus, for example, Ukraine has sought to maximize the denuclearization assistance to be provided by
the United States and other Western powers. The problem with Kiev’s approach is that bargaining was unnecessary to achieve this result. The United States was
eager to provide denuclearization assistance. (The initial Nunn-Lugar funding for denuclearization, for instance, was authorized in November 1991, before
Ukraine even formally attained its independence). Kiev
could count on the fact that the United States and other
advanced industrial states have a strong interest in the
success of denuclearization and have no interest whatsoever in seeing denuclearization delayed or prevented
by lack of financial resources. Hence, it is reasonable
to assume that they would have been willing to bear the
full costs of denuclearization, even if Kiev engaged in
no bargaining at all. In truth, the primary effect of
Ukraine’s bargaining chip strategy so far has been to
delay the provision of denuclearization assistance that
was already on offer from the United States and others.
Nor is there much evidence to suggest that the
amount of denuclearization assistance available, in general or in the specific case of Ukraine, is dramatically
larger because of Ukraine’s diplomacy. Indeed, the belief that Kiev’s behavior could increase available assistance rests on the mistaken presumption that Ukraine’s
diplomacy is a major determinant of levels of Western
assistance. The amount of U.S. assistance provided is
much more a result of concerns about the budget deficit
and economic performance, domestic and legislative
politics, and lack of public support for foreign aid.8
Thus, the U.S. Congress, which authorized $400 million in Nunn-Lugar denuclearization assistance in 1991,
has continued in subsequent years to authorize $400
million annually for this purpose, suggesting that
Ukraine’s nuclear diplomacy has had no impact on the
aggregate level of U.S. denuclearization assistance. Similarly, the amounts earmarked for Ukraine were allo-
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cated early on and have not increased substantially as a
consequence of Ukraine’s delaying tactics.
A parallel situation exists with respect to economic
assistance. Any realistic assessment of the ability and
willingness of the West to provide such assistance would
have led to the conclusion that the sums likely to be
available under any circumstances would be modest.
Moreover, while it is undoubtedly better to have more
aid than less, the amounts available--measured so far in
the low hundreds of millions of dollars--are not very
significant relative to the size of the Ukrainian economy
and the scale of its economic problems. It is true that,
as part of the package of arrangements associated with
the Trilateral Agreement of January 1994, the United
States agreed to provide Ukraine with $155 million in
economic assistance in response to Kiev’s reiteration of
its pledge to denuclearize. But the amount of money is
modest, some such level of aid would probably have
been made available even if Ukraine had not attempted
a nuclear bargaining chip strategy, and aid would probably have come a year or two earlier had the nuclear
issue not been an obstacle in U.S.-Ukrainian relations.
Interestingly, the United States linked a further expansion of its economic assistance to Ukraine, not to Kiev’s
nuclear policy, but to its economic reform efforts.9
Ukraine has also sought financial compensation for
the nuclear weapons removed from its soil. Here it has
fared somewhat better than in the other two cases, although it is unclear what role its nuclear diplomacy has
played in promoting this outcome; the principle of compensation for Ukraine was accepted fairly early in the
process and the rate of compensation appears to have
been worked out in the context of the U.S.-Russia deal
on highly-enriched uranium (HEU). Ukraine’s share of
the proceeds has been reported as $1 billion, to be provided by Russia over the coming years in the form of
nuclear fuel rods. Additional compensation (for the
tactical nuclear weapons withdrawn from Ukraine in
1992) remains to be worked out, perhaps in the form of
debt relief from Russia.10 Because Ukraine has an ongoing need for supplies of nuclear fuel rods and because its mounting debt to Russia is a major problem,
these are useful benefits. But it should be kept in mind
that even if Ukraine gains several billion dollars over
the 20-year life of the HEU deal, this will constitute a
minute fraction of its gross domestic product over that
period.
In sum, Ukraine has used its nuclear diplomacy to
seek financial reward of three sorts: denuclearization
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assistance, economic aid, and compensation for eliminated warheads. Its gains in these areas, while useful,
are modest at best, it is unclear whether nuclear bargaining was necessary or productive in achieving these
gains, and in the cases of denuclearization assistance
and economic aid Ukraine’s policy probably slowed
rather than hastened the transfer of help to Kiev.
Trading for Security Guarantees?
Ukraine’s nuclear diplomacy has had a third broad
objective: to gain security guarantees from other major
powers, particularly the United States and Russia.
Again, the logic of this approach is clear and understandable. If Ukraine is going to give up weapons that
can contribute to its security,11 it should obtain in return assurances that its security will be safeguarded.
Accordingly, Ukraine has sought promises that it will
not be subjected to nuclear or conventional attacks or
threats, or even to economic pressure; and it has insisted on pledges to respect its sovereignty and territorial integrity.
From Ukraine’s perspective, the ideal solution would
be an alliance with a major power--preferably the United
States--or membership in NATO. Neither appears to be
an attainable objective for the foreseeable future. As
far as the United States is concerned, many analysts
would argue that it is as likely to retreat from existing
security commitments in Europe as to take on additional commitments. NATO is, for the time being, unwilling to accept any new members, and, in any case,
the states of East Central Europe seem clearly to be
first in line. So, essentially, Ukraine is left seeking the
reinforcement of political promises and legalistic reassurances that do not differ greatly, if at all, from existing canons of international law and existing treaty commitments and obligations.
Viewed from the outside, it is puzzling that Ukraine
has attached such importance to this objective in its
nuclear diplomacy, for at least three reasons. First,
security guarantees of a general nature are not reliable
protectors of a state’s security. Absent a genuine commitment to mutual or collective defense, coupled with
both the ability and willingness to employ military forces
to these ends, security guarantees are simply political
gestures--not without value, but ultimately insufficient.
As is often noted, for example, Poland had security
guarantees from Britain and France in 1939, but this
was irrelevant to Poland’s fate when Germany attacked.
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Second, Ukraine has no need to bargain for the types
of security assurances it is likely to obtain; these are
readily accessible as part of regimes that Ukraine is
free to join (such as the NPT) or that it has already
joined (such as the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)). There are, for example,
positive and negative security assurances associated with
the NPT regime.12 Similarly, the CSCE Declaration of
Principles Guiding Relations between Participating States
commits members to respect the equality, sovereignty,
and territorial integrity of all members, and to refrain
from the use or threat of force. As noted, at least in the
near-term, these represent about as much as Ukraine is
likely to get in the way of security assurances.
This leads to the third point: the main effect of
Ukraine’s nuclear bargaining chip strategy has been to
force the reiteration of those assurances already available to Ukraine in these other contexts. This can be
seen clearly and unambiguously in the Trilateral Statement of January 1994, in which the United States and
Russia explicitly “reaffirm” to Ukraine their CSCE and
NPT security assurances.13 In fact, the promises made
in the Trilateral Statement are conditional on the entry
into force of START I and the accession of Ukraine to
the NPT as a non-weapon state. In the CSCE context,
this amounts to a retreat from assurances that are already Ukraine’s by virtue of its CSCE membership. In
the NPT context, it amounts to saying that when Ukraine
joins the NPT it will gain the benefits of NPT membership. These do not seem to be enormous gains for
Ukraine’s bargaining chip strategy.
Success or Failure for the Bargaining Chip
Strategy?
It is hard to see how Ukraine’s interests have been
well served by its nuclear diplomacy, if the bargaining
chip strategy has really been the foundation of its policy.
It has traded more than two years of difficult diplomacy
and stalling tactics for lots of bad publicity and negative
attention, modest sums of money that would probably
have been available anyway (and would probably have
been provided sooner but for Ukraine’s nuclear policy),
and for the restatement of existing security assurances
that do not in any event ultimately safeguard Ukraine’s
security. It is doubtful whether Ukraine has gained
much more in the way of positive attention, money, and
security assurances than if it had never attempted a bargaining chip strategy.
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Perhaps not surprisingly, therefore, some Ukrainian
critics of Kiev’s nuclear diplomacy have been bitterly
critical of the government for settling for too little. But
these criticisms are also off the mark. By now it should
be clear what Ukraine can and cannot hope to get from
the West as a consequence of its nuclear diplomacy. It
is not an improvement on the current Ukrainian bargaining chip policy to hold out for sums of money or
types of security guarantees that are not going to be
forthcoming. Such an approach will only produce stalemate, causing Ukraine to continue paying the price of
its stalling tactics but denying it whatever benefits might
be gained. This makes sense only if the goal of the
policy is not bargaining but to delay denuclearization
for the sake of keeping open the nuclear option.
In sum, nothing Ukraine is likely to gain from its
current nuclear bargaining chip policy seems worth the
cost of holding its entire foreign policy toward the United
States and the West hostage.
WHAT SHOULD UKRAINE HAVE ASKED FOR?
The conclusion that Ukraine’s nuclear bargaining
chip policy has been ineffective is directly linked to the
fact that the objectives it sought in this policy were
destined to provide quite limited benefits for Ukraine:
an extra few hundred million dollars--or, for that matter, even an extra few billion dollars--were not going to
make a decisive difference to Ukraine, nor were more
strongly-worded security assurances going to redress
its security problem in any meaningful way. But could
Kiev have crafted a more effective bargaining chip strategy? It might have been able to do so had it sought
objectives that would have more tangibly reduced
Ukraine’s near-term vulnerabilities.
An alternative bargaining chip strategy might, for
example, have focused on security assistance rather than
on security assurances--seeking not promises that others would protect Ukraine but rather defense assets that
would increase Ukraine’s ability to protect itself. Although Ukraine inherited a substantial quantity of military equipment from the Soviet Union, and has been
relatively successful in fashioning a national military, it
nevertheless has numerous defense needs.14 Its eastern
frontier with Russia is not well-protected, for the obvious reason that Soviet deployments in Ukraine were
conceived to support military operations to the west in
central Europe, not to guard what was then an internal
administrative border. Ukraine lacks a coherent na-
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tional air defense capability. Its conventional arsenal
reflects the preferences and strategic conceptions of the
Soviet General Staff rather than any clear strategy for
defending Ukraine.
Instead, Ukraine might have attempted to trade its
nuclear assets for military assistance meant to strengthen
its conventional defenses. It could have sought air defense radars and other early warning capabilities. It
might have asked for help in reorienting some of its
military infrastructure eastwards and in fortifying its
eastern frontier. It might have requested the provision
of defensive armaments, such as anti-armor and air defense missiles. Such requests would not have been extraordinarily out of line with what has already been
under discussion in NATO.15 Nor would it necessarily
have been exorbitantly expensive for the West to help
Ukraine via military assistance. With post-Cold War
defense cuts and reductions mandated by the Conventional Forces in Europe agreement, there is a considerable amount of surplus equipment in Europe, much of
which is in any case being transferred from one country
to another.16 And so long as the emphasis is on enhancing Ukraine’s defensive capabilities, Russia would
have no legitimate grounds for objecting to such measures. Any practical improvement in Ukraine’s defenses
would have done more to strengthen its security than
additional restatements of legalistic security assurances.
Ukraine could also have insisted that denuclearization be accompanied by extensive programs of militaryto-military relations. This would provide a double benefit. Ukrainian officers would profit from exposure to
Western militaries. Kiev should want to see ample contingents of its officer corps studying at the National
Defense University in Washington, D.C., and at other
like institutions in the United States and elsewhere. This
will give them contact with non-Soviet approaches to
strategy, planning, budgeting, and (not least significant)
civil-military relations. Equally important, Kiev should
desire that officers from abroad serve and study in
Ukraine. Participants in such programs will go home
with a much better appreciation of Ukraine’s needs,
problems, perceptions, options, and world view. Ironically, the United States itself has been eager to initiate
such programs with Ukraine, but it has been stymied
by the nuclear issue. This objective would have been
easy to achieve.
Another objective Ukraine might have sought is help
in exploiting the transparency measures in place as a
result of the CFE Treaty and the CSCE confidence- and
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security-building measures (CSBMs). Because Ukraine
lacks extensive national intelligence capabilities, the information provided by these transparency measures (data
transfers, notifications, on-site inspections, overflight
rights, etc.) is potentially very beneficial.17 But Ukraine
cannot reap this benefit if it lacks the data management
capabilities to cope with the information provided or if
it lacks the finances to take advantage of inspection rights.
For the West, helping Ukraine in this way would be low
cost and would contribute to confidence-building. For
Ukraine, this could help compensate for the absence of
intelligence and warning capabilities along its frontiers.
A further practical objective might have been to
seek the introduction of international peacekeeping forces
along the Russian-Ukrainian border. It is commonly
asserted that preventive diplomacy is best done early
rather than late, that crises and conflicts are better
avoided than managed. Kiev could argue that its eastern frontier is a potential flashpoint, that time is required for it to establish its independent identity and to
put its relations with Russia on a stable footing, and
that the emplacement of peacekeeping forces could both
prevent problems and provide reassuring international
shelter behind which Ukraine could develop. Obviously, this would not represent a military solution to
Ukraine’s security, but it would internationalize Ukraine’s
security concerns and serve as a confidence-building
device.
One of Ukraine’s most immediate vulnerabilities is
its substantial dependence on Russia for supplies of
energy.18 Kiev might therefore have sought to reduce
this vulnerability via its nuclear diplomacy. There are
several measures that could serve this end. For example, Ukraine might have sought an arrangement
whereby the United States, instead of Russia, provides
it with nuclear fuel rods. At present, Ukraine is wholly
dependent on Russia for nuclear fuel. The United States
is the world’s largest supplier of nuclear fuel, so it is
certainly in a position to help Ukraine. In the current
arrangement, Ukraine gives Russia warheads, the United
States gives Russia money, and Russia gives Ukraine
fuel rods. In an alternative configuration, Ukraine could
give Russia warheads, Russia could give the United States
enriched uranium, and the United States would give
Ukraine fuel rods.
Ukraine might also have sought integration into the
West European electricity grid and asked for donations
of surplus electricity to help it through its near-term
economic difficulties and to reduce its vulnerability to
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Russian manipulation of its energy supplies. And more
generally, Ukraine could have asked for help in diversifying its near-term energy supplies. The United States,
for example, has close relations with countries like
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, and might be able to arrange
donations or credit lines that could ease Ukraine’s present
energy predicament.
CONCLUSION
In short, Ukraine could have pursued a bargaining
chip strategy different from the one it adopted. As the
ideas offered above indicate, there are a variety of practical objectives that Ukraine might have pursued in its
nuclear diplomacy other than financial assistance and
security guarantees. Obviously, it cannot be assumed
that Ukraine would have gained all of these objectives.
Some are more feasible than others. Some would have
been met in the West with enthusiasm and others with
hesitation or rejection. But whatever Ukraine gained
along these lines would have produced more tangible
improvement in Ukraine’s position than the policy pursued over the past several years.
At this point, however, it would be disastrous for
Ukraine to change course in its nuclear diplomacy. It
has staked out its positions through months of intense
diplomacy, and these cannot be abandoned without inflicting further serious damage to its relations with the
United States and the West. Ukraine’s best course now
is to pocket what is has gained from its existing bargaining chip strategy, resolve the nuclear issue once
and for all, and then pursue further measures as part of
a sensible agenda for developing broader and more cooperative relations with the West.
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